
Looking for a practical, sturdy and hardwearing
paving for your garden patio? Or would you prefer 
a more decorative or a designer paving solution? 
Why settle for one when you can have them all? 

The new Pavestone range of Hybrid Concrete 
Paving combines unique state-of-the-art reproduction
with anti-stain technologies and superior long-lasting
concrete. 

Be astonished
Our new technology paving will really amaze you 
and you can create a truly impressive vista, with 
a touch of luxury, for surprisingly little cost.

Economic to install
Now you can choose a paving that looks like 
timber, porcelain or expensive natural stone, but 
with Pavestone Hybrid Concrete Paving it will be 
far cheaper to install!

Easy to maintain. Wash paving surface
with clean water and added detergent.

Easy to maintain
It's often said that a patio paved with natural 
stone or wood decking can be difficult to keep 
clean and looking like new. Not anymore! With 
the unique anti-stain technology, M-Coat protection
and a superior, long-lasting concrete our easy to 
clean Hybrid Concrete Paving is comparatively
maintenance-free. So forget about dirt and grime,
simply wash it away with clean water and a
proprietary detergent. Say hello to a surprisingly
good, clean look!

10-year warranty
With M-Coat protection, you can enjoy your new
patio, worry free, thanks to a full ten-year warranty
against efflorescence, greening and frost damage.

Patio paving like no other!

Frost resistant.

You’ll be amazed!

Take a closer look at 
our new paving range. 

HYBRID CONCRETE DECORATIVE PAVING
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Mosaic
Arabica & Victoriana

Small-element paving tiles are back in
fashion and the Pavestone Mosaic range
represents an affordable alternative. 
Use them to add a decorative feature to
a large paved area, for fine detailing to
brighten up a dark corner or to create 
a paved area in a small town house.

Rustic beauty
The eight individual designs and warm
coffee colours of Mosaic Arabica conjure
up a delightful and idyllic countryside
atmosphere.

Contemporary elegance
A modern-day interpretation of the
Victorian tiles so often used in period
properties, the cooler colours of Mosaic
Victoriana are equally at home when
used in modern, spacious, contemporary
properties.

Mosaic Arabica

Size 600 x 600 x 40mm

Mosaic Victoriana
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Caliza
Blue 

Belgian Blue Limestone is a classic 
paving material that can be found in 
many European landscapes. However,
today its use is now difficult to justify 
for price and ecological reasons. 
An affordable and realistic alternative 
is Pavestone Caliza Blue tiles which
emulate the famous Blue Stone 
perfectly. 

Harder wearing than the original 
stone, Pavestone Caliza Blue Hybrid
Concrete Paving tiles feature M-Coat
protection, are simple to keep clean 
and are covered by a 10 year warranty
against efflorescence, greening and 
frost damage.

Fifteen different patterns ensure a 
natural-looking paved area that will
complement any architectural style 
from a traditional country house to 
the most avant-garde design.

Size 600 x 600 x 40mm
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Slate 
Tormenta

Slate has always been a popular 
choice as a natural stone patio paving.
Unlike natural slate which has a 
tendency to change its colour over time
as it weathers, Pavestone Tormenta
Hybrid Concrete Paving will retain its 
as-new colour throughout its lifetime. 
It also features the unique M-coating that
repels dirt and grime and stays looking
good for at least 10 years, guaranteed.

Frost resistant
Although looking like traditional slate,
these paving slabs are almost impervious
to rainwater, making them exceptionally
frost resistant. A wide variety of face
prints combined with the uniformity 
and strength of a concrete paving tile, 
allows the creation of a beautiful 
natural looking and affordable patio.

Size 600 x 600 x 40mm
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Forest 
Maple Grey

Wooden decking has always created 
a wonderful ambience. With Pavestone
Forest Hybrid Concrete Paving, however,
you can enjoy the beautiful appeal of aged
wood without the negative consequences
such as mildew, slipperiness, and
distorted planks or tiles.

No hassle, just fun
Enjoying a wooden deck has never 
been easier. Now you can combine 
wood's natural beauty with the strength 
of concrete.

Available in five different designs, this
wood-effect concrete paving creates a
genuinely unique and natural effect and
you won’t have to worry about dirt
building up under it, regular treatments
and barefoot splinters. The unique M-Coat
protection will protect it from spillage
stains too.

Size 600 x 600 x 40mm
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Mystica 
Polaris

Mystica Polaris has a light-grey coloured
stone finish with fourteen different
patterns ensuring a beautifully natural
appearance. This unique finish means
wear marks and dirt films are virtually
undetectable. 

Nothing could be more convenient 
than this low maintenance paving - 
a perfect paving that will compliment
most building styles. M-Coat protection
comes as standard.

Size 600 x 600 x 40mm
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